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Abstract
The relationship between a three-dimensional convex hull and many important two-dimensional
diagrams is surveyed, and a unifying approach to robust software for those diagrams is proposed.
In this approach, instead of implementing individual algorithms, we rst construct a robust al-
gorithm for the three-dimensional convex hull, and next use it as an oracle for computing the
other diagrams. The diagrams computable by this approach include the Voronoi diagram and its
farthest-point versions both on the plane and on the sphere, the Laguerre Voronoi diagram and
its farthest-point version both on the plane and on the sphere, and the intersection of half-spaces.
c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Recent development of computational geometry oers ecient algorithms for solving
various kinds of geometric problems [5, 17]. However, it is not an easy task to translate
those algorithms into practically valid computer programs, because the precision in
computation is nite in real computers whereas it is assumed to be innite in the
algorithms. If we translate an algorithm in a straightforward manner, the resultant
computer program often fails because of inconsistency generated by numerical errors
[4, 10, 11, 18].
Various methods have been proposed for robust implementation of geometric algo-
rithms. They include for example -geometry [9], the hidden-variable method [15], the
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exact-arithmetic method [8, 13, 19, 24, 28], the symbolic-perturbation method [7, 26, 27],
the axiom-based method [14] and the topology-oriented method [21, 22, 25]. They are
actually powerful, but require deep insight to individual geometric problems and hence
the implementation is still a hard task.
On the other hand, theory of computational geometry gives interesting relationships
among many dierent geometric structures. For example, the Voronoi diagram can be
constructed by a special type of a three-dimensional convex hull [3, 7], and the Eu-
clidean minimum spanning tree is a subgraph of the Delaunay triangulation [16]. This
fact suggests that if we select fundamental algorithms appropriately and implement
them carefully into numerically robust computer programs, then many related other
algorithms can be easily implemented by slight modication of these fundamental pro-
grams.
In this paper, we propose that we should select an algorithm for constructing the
three-dimensional convex hull as one of such fundamental algorithms. Actually, if we
can construct a three-dimensional convex hull robustly, we can also construct many
important diagrams including the Voronoi and Delaunay diagrams, the farthest-point
Voronoi and Delaunay diagrams and the Laguerre Voronoi diagrams both on the plane
and on the sphere.
In Section 2, we will give a list of geometric structures that can be constructed
through the three-dimensional convex hull, some of which are well known, some are
known to experts, and some are quite new. In Section 3, we touch upon a method for
robust construction of the three-dimensional convex hull.
2. Convex hull and related structures
2.1. Three-dimensional convex hull
Let S = fP1; P2; : : : ;Png be a set of n points in the three-dimensional space R3 to
which an (x; y; z) right-handed Cartesian coordinate system is xed. Let (xi; yi; zi) be
the coordinates of Pi (i=1; 2; : : : ; n). The intersection of all the convex sets containing
S is called the convex hull of S. We denote the convex hull of S by C(S).
Throughout this paper we assume that n>4, and that no four points in S are coplanar.
This assumption is called a non-degeneracy assumption.
Then, C(S) is a convex polyhedron whose vertices belong to S and whose faces are
all triangles.
Let f be a face of C(S), and n be the outward normal to f. Let ez be the vector
(0; 0; 1). The face f is called an upper face if n  ez>0 and a lower face if n  ez<0.
The collection of all the upper faces is called the upper hull of C(S) and the collection
of all the lower faces is called the lower hull of C(S).
The convex hull is related to many other geometric structures as shown in the
following subsections.
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Fig. 1. Voronoi and Delaunay diagrams.
2.2. Voronoi and Delaunay diagrams in the plane
Let S = fP1; P2; : : : ;Png be a set of n points in the xy plane R2. For two points P
and Q, let d(P;Q) denote the Euclidean distance between P and Q. We dene R(S; Pi)
by
R(S; Pi)= fP2R2 jd(P; Pi)<d(P; Pj); j 6= ig:
R(S; Pi) is called the Voronoi region for Pi. The plane is partitioned into R(S; P1);
R(S; P2); : : : ; R(S; Pn) and their boundaries. This partition is called the Voronoi diagram
for S [5, 16, 17]. An example of the Voronoi diagram is shown in Fig. 1, where small
black circles represent points in S and solid lines represent the Voronoi diagram.
A line or a half-line or a line segment shared by the boundaries of two Voronoi
regions is called a Voronoi edge, and a point shared by the boundaries of three or
more Voronoi regions is called a Voronoi point.
Suppose that Q is a Voronoi point shared by the boundaries of the Voronoi regions
for Pi ; Pj and Pk . Then, Q is the center of the circle passing through Pi ; Pj and Pk , and
there is no element of S in the interior of this circle.
A circle is called an empty circle if its interior contains no point in S. Hence, Pi ; Pj
and Pk in S generate a Voronoi point if and only if the circle passing through Pi ; Pj; Pk
is an empty circle. This property is called the empty-circle property.
For a given set S, we can generate another diagram by connecting two points Pi and
Pj by a line segment if and only if their Voronoi regions share a common edge. This
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diagram is called the Delaunay diagram for S. The broken lines in Fig. 1 represent
the Delaunay diagram.
Let the coordinates of Pi be (xi; yi) for i=1; 2; : : : ; n. For each point Pi in S, let Pi
be the point with the coordinates (xi; yi; x2i + y
2
i ), and let us dene
S= fP1 ; P2 ; : : : ;Pn g:
It is known that the Delaunay diagram for S is the projection of the lower hull of
C(S) onto the xy plane [7]. This is because the circle passing through three points
Pi ; Pj and Pk does not contain point Pl in its interior if and only if

1 xi yi
1 xj yj
1 xk yk




1 xi yi x2i + y
2
i
1 xj yj x2j + y
2
j
1 xk yk x2k + y
2
k
1 xl yl x2l + y
2
l


>0
and this inequality implies that the point Pl is above the plane containing Pi ; Pj and
Pk .
Thus, if we compute C(S), we can easily obtain the Delaunay diagram for S, and
consequently the Voronoi diagram for S, too.
2.3. Farthest-point Voronoi diagram
Let S = fP1; P2; : : : ;Png be a set of n points in the xy plane R2. We dene
Rf (S; Pi)= fP2R2 jd(P; Pi)>d(P; Pj); j 6= ig:
The partition of the plane into Rf (S; P1); Rf (S; P2); : : : ; Rf (S; Pn) and their boundaries is
called the farthest-point Voronoi diagram [17, 16].
An example of the farthest-point Voronoi diagram is shown in Fig. 2, where small
black circles represent points in S and the solid lines represent the farthest-point
Voronoi diagram.
We generate another diagram by drawing line segments between two points Pi and
Pj if and only if the boundaries of Rf (S; Pi) and Rf (S; Pj) share a common edge. This
diagram is called the farthest-point Delaunay diagram for S. The broken lines in
Fig. 2 represent the farthest-point Delaunay diagram.
It is known that the farthest-point Delaunay diagram for S is the projection of the
upper hull of C(S) onto the xy plane [7]. Hence, the farthest-point Delaunay diagram
and the farthest-point Voronoi diagram can be obtained from the convex hull C(S).
2.4. Laguerre Voronoi diagram
Let G= fc1; c2; : : : ; cng be a set of n circles in the plane, and let ri and Pi=(xi; yi)
be the radius and the center of the circle ci.
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Fig. 2. Farthest-point Voronoi and Delaunay diagrams.
For circle ci and point P= (x; y) in the plane, let us dene dL(P; ci) by
dL(P; ci)=d(P; Pi)2 − r2i :
Let us dene
RL(G; ci)= fP2R2 jdL(P; ci)<dL(P; cj); j 6= ig:
The plane is partitioned into RL(G; c1); RL(G; c2); : : : ; RL(G; cn) and their boundaries.
The partition is called the Laguerre Voronoi diagram or the power diagram [1, 12].
Solid lines in Fig. 3 shows an example of the Laguerre Voronoi diagram.
For a given set G, we can generate another diagram by drawing a line segment
between Pi and Pj if and only if the boundaries of RL(G; ci) and RL(G; cj) share a
common edge. This diagram is called the Laguerre Delaunay diagram. The broken
lines in Fig. 3 represent the Laguerre Delaunay diagram.
For circle ci, let ci be the point (xi; yi; x2i + y2i − r2i ) for i=1; 2; : : : ; n, and let
us dene G= fc1 ; c2 ; : : : ; cn g. The projection of the lower hull of C(G) onto the
xy plane is the Laguerre Delaunay diagram for G. This is because Pi ; Pj and Pk form a
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Fig. 3. Voronoi and Delaunay diagrams in Laguerre geometry.
triangle in the Laguerre Delaunay diagram if and only if

1 xi yi
1 xj yj
1 xk yk



1 xi yi x2i + y
2
i − r2i
1 xj yj x2j + y
2
j − r2j
1 xk yk x2k + y
2
k − r2k
1 xl yl x2l + y
2
l + r
2
l

>0
for all l 6= i; j; k, which is equivalent to the fact that the triangle having the vertices
ci ; cj and ck is a lower face of C(G) [1].
Hence, the Laguerre Delaunay diagram and the Laguerre Voronoi diagram can be
constructed through C(G).
2.5. Intersection of half-spaces
Let Hi be the half-space dened by
Hi= f(x; y; z) j aix + biy + ciz + di>0g;
and J = fH1; H2; : : : ; Hng be a set of n half-spaces. By I(J ) we denote the intersection
of all the half-spaces belonging to J .
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Let @Hi denote the boundary plane of Hi. Furthermore, let Pi=(xi; yi; zi) be the foot
of the perpendicular dropped from the origin O onto the plane @Hi, and let us dene
point Pi by Pi =(1=
p
x2i + y
2
i + z
2
i ) (xi; yi; zi). Finally, we dene J
 by
J= fP1 ; P2 ; : : : ;Pn g:
Then, the convex hull C(J) gives the dual of I(J ), that is, @Hi contains a face of
I(J ) if and only if Pi is a vertex of C(J), and @Hi and @Hj share an edge on the
boundary of I(J ) if and only if Pi and Pj is connected by an edge on the boundary of
C(J) [5]. Hence, the intersection I(J ) can be computed through the three-dimensional
convex hull.
2.6. Voronoi diagram on the sphere
Let U be the unit sphere with the center at the origin O, and S = fP1; P2; : : : ;Png be
a set of n points on U . For two points P and Q on U , let ~d(P;Q) denote the geodesic
distance between P and Q, that is, ~d(P;Q) is the length of the shorter arc contained
in the great circle passing through P and Q. The Voronoi region on U is dened as
~R(S; Pi)= fP2U j ~d(P; Pi)< ~d(P; Pj); j 6= ig:
The partition of U into ~R(S; P1); ~R(S; P2); : : : ; ~R(S; Pn) and their boundaries is called
the spherical Voronoi diagram for S.
An example of the spherical Voronoi diagram is shown in Fig. 4.
This is a stereo pair. If you see the left diagram by the right eye and the right
diagram by the left eye, you can perceive the three-dimensional structure.
Let Qijk denote the vertex shared by the boundaries of ~R(S; Pi); ~R(S; Pj) and ~R(S; Pk),
as shown in Fig. 5. Then the geodesic distances from Qijk to Pi ; Pj and Pk are equal
to each other, and the other points in S are farther. This implies that the circle on
U passing through Pi ; Pj and Pk contains no point of S in the interior; i.e., the plane
passing through Pi ; Pj and Pk divides the space into the half-space containing S and
the half-space excluding S. Consequently, each triangle on the boundaries of C(S)
corresponds to a Voronoi point. Thus, the spherical Voronoi diagram for S can be
computed through the convex hull C(S).
2.7. Spherical Laguerre Voronoi diagram
Let ci be a spherical circle having the center Pi and radius ri on the unit sphere U ,
and G= fc1; c2; : : : ; cng be a set of n spherical circles. For any point P and ci on U ,
we dene the ~dL(P; ci) by
~dL(P; ci)=
cos ri
cos ~d(P; Pi)
:
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Fig. 4. Spherical Voronoi diagram.
Fig. 5. Voronoi point on the sphere.
Let us dene
~RL(S; ci)= fP2U j ~dL(P; ci)< ~dL(P; cj); j 6= ig:
The sphere is partitions into the regions ~RL(S; P1); ~R(S; P2); : : : ; ~RL(S; Pn) and their
boundaries. This partition is called the spherical Laguerre Voronoi diagram. An ex-
ample is depicted in Fig. 6.
Suppose that for any i, the circle ci has the radius ri smaller than =2, that is,
the interior of ci is smaller than the hemisphere. Let Hi be the half-space whose
boundary is the plane containing ci and whose interior includes the center of U , and
let J = fH1; H2; : : : ; Hng be the set of all such half-spaces. Then, we can prove that
the topological structure of the boundary of the intersection I(J ) is isomorphic to the
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Fig. 6. Spherical Laguerre Voronoi diagram.
dual of the spherical Laguerre Voronoi diagram; refer to Sugihara [23] for details.
Since I(J ) can be computed through the three-dimensional convex hull, the spherical
Laguerre Voronoi diagram can also be computed through the three-dimensional convex
hull.
3. Robust construction of convex hulls
In the last section, we have seen that many geometric structures can be computed
through the three-dimensional convex hull. Next in this section we consider a way for
robust implementation of the convex hull algorithm.
3.1. Divide-and-conquer method
Several methods have been proposed for constructing the three-dimensional convex
hull. Among them the divide-and-conquer method seems most practical, because it runs
in O(n log n) time and this time complexity is optimal [17].
One of other methods is a gift-wrapping, in which we start with one face and search
for adjacent faces one by one just as we wrap an object using ideally elastic membrane
[22]. This method is eective for the case where most of points in S are in the interior
of C(S). If most points are on the boundary of C(S), this method requires O(n2) time.
Thus, this is not suitable for the general case.
Another method is the incremental method, also sometimes called the beneath-beyond
method. In this method, we start with the convex hull of a few points, say four
points, and change it by adding other points one by one [5, 17]. This method runs in
O(nb(d+1)=2c) time for the d-dimensional convex hull. This method is optimal for even
d, but not optimal for odd d; actually the time complexity for the three-dimensional
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case is O(n2), which is larger than O(n log n). Thus, this method is not suitable for
our purpose, either.
In the divide-and-conquer method, we rst divide S into halves S1 and S2 recursively,
next construct C(S1) and C(S2), and nally merge them to get C(S). This method runs
in O(n log n) time, and hence we adopt this method.
3.2. Exact arithmetic
In order to avoid inconsistency caused by numerical errors, we employ exact arith-
metic. For this purpose we restrict the coordinates of the input points to be integers
that satisfy
−L6xi; yi; zi6L (i=1; 2; : : : ; n)
for some large number L, and use integer calculation to judge the topological structure
of the convex hull.
The most fundamental numerical computation in the construction of the convex hull
is to judge the orientation of four points. This judgement can be done according to the
sign of the determinant
F(Pi ; Pj; Pk ; Pl)=

1 xi yi zi
1 xj yj zj
1 xk yk zk
1 xl yl zl

:
From the Hadamard inequality we get
jF(Pi ; Pj; Pk ; Pl)j616L3: (1)
Suppose that L=2k−1 − 1, that is, each coordinate is represented in k bits (1 bit for
the sign and k − 1 bits for the absolute value). Then we use (3k + 3)-bit integer for
computation. Inequality (1) means that jF(Pi ; Pj; Pk ; Pl)j can be computed correctly (i.e.,
without overow). By this trick we implement the exact arithmetic, and thus can avoid
inconsistency.
3.3. Symbolic perturbation
With the exact arithmetic we can decide the topological structure of C(S) always cor-
rectly. However, sometimes F(Pi ; Pj; Pk ; Pl)= 0 happens; such a degenerate case requires
an exceptional branch of processing. There are many dierent types of degeneracy, and
to supply all of the exceptional branches is a very tedious task.
To avoid such exceptions, we use a powerful technique called the symbolic pertur-
bation [6, 19, 26, 27]. We introduce symbol  and perturb point Pi=(xi; yi; zi) to
Qi=(xi + M
i
; yi + M
n+i
; zi + M
2n+i
);
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where M is a suciently large number. Intuitively  is an innitesimally small positive
number. The sign of a polynomial
f=f0 + f1+ f22 +   + fmm
is dened as the sign of the rst nonzero coecient.
For our purpose, we replace Pi with Qi (i=1; 2; : : : ; n), and use the sign of F(Qi ;Qj;
Qk ;Ql) instead of F(Pi ; Pj; Pk ; Pl). We can see that for any input, F(Qi ;Qj;Qk ;Ql) is
not equal to 0, and hence no degeneracy arises. In this way we can avoid tedious
tasks for oering exceptional branches of processing, and consequently get a relatively
simple computer program.
3.4. Acceleration by oating-point arithmetic
We have adopted long integers in order to avoid misjudgement of the topological
structure of C(S). However, such long integers are not always necessary; they are
necessary only when the situation is close to degeneracy so that the oating-point
arithmetic cannot guarantee the correctness of the judgement. Hence we can consider
the following hybrid method [2, 13].
First we compute F(Pi ; Pj; Pk ; Pl) in oating-point arithmetic and if the resulting value
is suciently far from 0, we adopt its sign, and if it is not, we discard the result and
compute F(Qi ;Qj;Qk ;Ql) in long-integer arithmetic. Usually, the integer arithmetic is
required for only a small portion of all evaluations of F(Pi ; Pj; Pk ; Pl)’s, and consequently
we can save computational cost.
According to our experiments, this acceleration scheme can make the algorithm 20
times faster for nondegenerated input, and 5 times faster even for highly degenerate
input.
4. Concluding remarks
We have proposed to adopt the three-dimensional convex hull as one of the most
fundamental geometric structures, and surveyed various geometric structures that can
be computed through the three-dimensional convex hull. These structures include the
Voronoi and Delaunay diagrams in the plane and on the sphere with respect to the
Euclidean distance and the Laguerre distance.
We have also proposed a robust way for implementing the algorithm for constructing
the convex hull. Our proposal consists of four techniques: (i) use of divide-and-conquer
strategy in order to attain the optimal time complexity, (ii) use of exact arithmetic to
avoid inconsistency, (iii) use of symbolic perturbation to avoid exceptional cases, and
(iv) use of oating-point lter to accelerate the speed of the algorithm.
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